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George Baker's
"Mexican Labor is Not Cheap":
a Rejoinder and Critical
Commentary
Ellwyn R. Stoddard*

Resumen
En el primer volumen deRIO BRAVO el Dr. Baker presenta
unaperspectivacrftica del Tratado de Libre Comercioentre Canada,
Estados Unidos de America y Mexico. El autor difunde la tesis de
que la inversion extranjera en Mexico transferira costos indirectos
en terminos de infraestructura y de control del medio ambiente.
Costos que alguien tendra que pagar. El presente trabajo discute las
bases logicas y empfricas de dicha tesis haciendo especial enfasis en
el verdadero papel que juega la industria maquiladora en el espacio
fronterizo Mexico-Estados Unidos.
*Ellwyn R. Stoddard is a professor of sociology & anthropology at
University of Texas at El Paso.

In Volume 1 of Rio Bravo, Professor Baker (1991: 7-26)
comments on the complex scenario of a Free Trade Agreement
(FTA) involving Canada, the U.S. and Mexico. In doing so, he
promotes the thesis that foreign economic investors who take their
processing operations to Mexico as a labor-cost saving procedure
cause Mexico to assume an indirect burden transferred to its
infrastructure and environment. Baker claims that passage of the
FTA will further accelerate this "hidden exploitation" rather than
being a positive impact on Mexico's communities, people and
economic future.
The article begins by stressing the political nature of the
FTA and many aspects which need be considered in assessing its
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potential impact on the Borderlands. Baker then suifts from this
descriptive segment to a "position paper"on the inability of Mexico s
border city infrastructures to handle increasing demands from rapid
industrial development in their region; intermingling the region s
environmental problems and lack of social services with maquiladora
growth in recent years. Based upon this alleged social cost
transfer in social services and environmental cleanup, Baker projects
a cost-accounting model which incorporates his cost estimates of
these alleged new burdens into the hourly wage rates of maquiladora
workers as if maquila owners were forced to assume their portion of
these additional economic hardships they force upon border com
munities. Indeed, if his initial assumptions and logical inference
were correct, Mexican maquiladora labor is not cheap for those who
pay the latent consequences of exploitive foreign enterprises.
Ostensibly pointing out the expanding costs of public ser
vices and environmental problems on both sides of the border and
the inability of political centrism in both nations to deal with them,
the "hidden agenda" of Baker's cost analysis places the entire blame
for Third World conditions in Mexico on the maquiladora sector oi
border development! His conclusion that community residents
where maquila plants are located will be worse off with an FTAenhanced expansion in maquilas summarizes his initial ideological
position. It does not reflect any data presented. Additionally, his
contention that companies who bring their operation to the area will
lose because of the FTA contradicts his previous arguments of
foreign exploitation of cheap border labor.
My research experience does not support a large number of
Baker's assumed causal relationships nor his descriptive account of
environmental conditions and practices by the maquiladora indus
try. Moreover, Baker's own "hidden agenda" reflects a selective
ideological perspective common to other groups of writers (See the
international symposium on this topic in Stoddard, 1990 to identify
some of these groups). They focus on the evils perpetuated by large
multinational corporations without acknowledging the differences
of Mexican vs foreign ownership, type of product, plant location
and the like. Thus, to give some balance to his assertions I have
drafted this rejoinder with the dual purpose of clarifying some of
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these allegations and to point out alternative explanations for
problems which Baker attributes solely to the presence or expansion
of the maquiladora industry during its last decade.
Scientific Perspectives on Border Issues
An attempt to balance out Baker's downside presentation
within a framework of scientific objectivity will require adding
coextensive data giving positive aspects of Mexico's border maquila
operations, with the latent consequence of appearing to be "promaquila,' which I am not. I desire only to subject all maquila-type
ventures to the same evaluative criteria—without prejudicial con
demnation of multinational corporations per se.
Nostalgic memories often serve as evaluative standards of
change from former "Good ol' days" (which possibly never were
good, just selectively remembered). Such occurs when Baker
discusses the abrupt shift toward "tercermundicization" on our
southern border. He laments the
...shift in the composition of the community tax
base from one largely made up of middle-income,
consistent tax-payers to one made up of low-income, prospective tax-payers (Baker, 1991: 10)
Descriptions of border poverty (Stoddard and Hedderson, 1987)
over many decades show the perennial presence of low-income,
prospective tax-payers in the Borderlands since the early decades of
this century. Baker identifies it as a somewhat recent phenomenon
caused by maquiladora development. In a similar vein, journalists
writing feature items or tourists who experience the "penny capital
ists" selling cigarettes and candy in the streets, the mothers dressed
in rags begging with their children, and graphic accounts of poor
hygienic conditions, would be even more surprised to learn that Cd
Juarez has the highest wage rate per capita of any of the 111
economic areas of the Republic (with the exception of Mexico,
D.F.).
Border communities with a maquila industry should be
compared to those throughout the Republic which have no such
developments. To compare the border Mexican cities with Ameri
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can middle-class criteria is hardly an objective framework within
which to assess the impact of maquiladora development. The
demand that Mexican quality-of-life be improved to the level of
American standards in short order and by one industry is Baker's
Utopian dream. By his illustration of "burdened wages" it sends a
message of a"quick fix" situation. Realistically, economic needs in
Third World nations do not afford such countries the luxury of
ideological speculation enjoyed in surplus societies such as our
own. Rather, improved conditions can only be obtained by carefully
defining today's reality and, beginning at that point, create policies
or procedures specifically designed to work toward readily attain
able goals.
Baker links current border environmental problems with
social services burdens, both of which were alleged to have been
shifted from the expanding maquiladora industry to the over
whelmed community infrastructure. These issues will be explored
separately as perennial historical phenomena existing prior to the
arrival of the maquiladoras and as problems which were, in some
cases, exacerbated by the growth of maquiladoras in Mexico's
northern border region.
Border Environmental Issues
Throughout his article, Baker ignores any pre-maquila ex
istence of current border environmental issues preferring instead to
treat them as phenomena of fairly recent origin. Yet his basic
"cleanup cost" of $10 billion dollars includes all current environ
mental problems regardless of how long they have been festering.
From the most noteworthy problems, a few cases of water quality,
air pollution and toxic contamination will be examined to determine
how (or if) they are related to the maquiladora industry. Some which
have been festering for decades have become publicly visible only
recently, creating the erroneous assumption that they are of recent
origin.
Mexico and theU.S, have had adversarial dealings with both
the Rio Grande and the Rio Colorado watersheds. In 1S95, Mexico
initiated a legal suit to claim their share of the Rio Grande water
being stored upriver at Elephant Butte. The debate was centered on
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access to water usage, not water quality. The resolution of this
dispute led to the creation of a new federal entity, the Bureau of
Reclamation, to handle international aspects of what began as a
local dispute over dams and water. In 1944, this longstanding
dispute was resolved by treaty and is now administered by the
International Boundary and Water Commission (IBWC).
Border communities which rely on Rio Grande upper basin
water utilized this resource almost exclusively for agriculture, with
some limited industrial use. But when dwindling ground water
reserves forced expanding border urban centers to utilize surface
water as a potable water alternative, city officials became increas
ingly aware of the sewage and industrial materials dumped into the
river by upstream populations. This inexpensive disposal of refuse
and contaminants ceased as an institutionalized practice only when
stringent rules of waste discharge were established by governmen
tal action. These water pollution battles flourished long before the
first border rnaquiladora was conceived. Still, local Rio Grande
pollution problems are blamed entirely on maquila development.
The Rio Colorado flows for hundreds of miles through its
channel within the U.S., leaching saline deposits from desert lands
and depositing them in the Mexicali valley rendering much of its
farmlands useless (Moberly, 1964; Oyarzabal-Tamargo,1976). De
cades ago, corrective measures were sought including the moni
tored "mixing of sweet and saline U.S. water resources to lower the
heavy salt content and restore some of the Mexican farm produc
tion. Recent remedies include a desalination project.
During the 1960s, environmental issues in the U.S. became
an outlet for political activism eventually becoming a major politi
cal movement with a following of its own and a federal bureaucracy
for enforcing pollution control. When concerns for border environ
ments hit their zenith, the border maquila industry was in its greatest
expansion phase. Although maquila growth and border environ
mental problems became popular issues synchronically, they were
not causally related. However, environmentalists found it conve
nient to link them together as a political issue with popular appeal.
By 1978, the Environmental Protection Agency and Mexico's
health department initiated an agreement to clean up border waters,
including the Tijuana river, an agreement which was never ratified.
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In 1979, the chronic problems of border water pollution were
assigned to the IBWC. It promptly negotiated an agreement with
Mexico to clean up the heavily contaminated New River (in the
Calexico-Mexicali area). Now, after a decade it is still polluted and
those responsible must still continue their endless battle with
sewage, toxic industrial wastes and pesticides (Metzner, 1988).
In 1983, Presidents Ronald Reagan and Miguel de la Madrid
Hurtado sponsored the "La Paz agreement" which placed the
regulation of all water resources within 63 miles of the border under
bi-national jurisdiction (Mumme, 1988:1-3). As a follow up,
Presidents George Bush and Carlos Salinas de Gotari have ordered
the EPA and Mexico's equivalent, SEDUE, to draw up a bilateral
environmental policy which would more clearly spell out criteria
forpollution standards and procedures for enforcement. Within this
context, concerns about the FTA and its potential impact on border
pollution will be dealt with in the future.
To aver that the entire price tag for border cleanup will be
shouldered by Mexico is to overlook the many projects funded by
private sources, including those by maquiladora owners through
their member organization. For more than three decades I have
personally observed the open sewer drainage canals leading away
from Cd. Juarez downriver alongside the Rio Grande. At present,
100 million gallons of raw sewage flow daily through miles of open
drains paralleling border surface water channels. It would take ten
years for the city to raise their one-third share of $63 million dollars
(a three-plant treatment system) so the Juarez Maquiladora Asso
ciation committed $12 million dollars as the city's share of the
project beginning in February 1992 (Besick, 1992).
Parenthetically, another half-million dollars from the pri
vate sector (maquiladoras) has been pledged to reinforce a deterio
rating international bridge between the cities of El Paso-Cd. Juarez.
Also, the local General Motors subsidiary, through its border
maquiladoras, ini tiated a successful "United^Way" campaign (never
before done in northern Mexico), asking for voluntary donations
from both management and workers. It was so successful that
community leaders eagerly joined the campaign its second year.
Funds collected are designated for specific social service agencies,
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monitored and evaluated for subsequent year grants. Such coopera
tive efforts to alleviate the strain on existing public services is
commendable. Whether or not such efforts are universally sup
ported by foreign maquila owners, at least the data reveals that some
maquiladora owners (most often the American multinational corpo
ration managers) are concerned for the welfare of their workers and
the communities in which they do business —a marked departure
from the popular media stereotypes or the proposition advanced in
Baker's article.
Pollution in maquiladoras varies considerably by ownership
as well as by products being processed, A recent article compared
worker benefits and contributions to local quality-of-life by Ameri
can, Japanese and Mexican owners of border assembly operations.
Foreign multinational corporations (both American and Japanese)
make the greatest contributions toward the country, community and
families. They were also the most diligent in following environ
mental regulations and procedures. Least conforming were small
contract plants, either U.S. or Mexican leasees, and Mexicanowned maquiladoras (Stoddard, 1991). The variability among
different maquiladora owners forces objective scholars to dismiss
the stereotypical notion of a homogeneous, unidimensional
maquiladora industry, and the blatantly ideological label of multi
national corporations as greedy, uncaring entities which is now
being questioned. These comparative studies do not seem to fit the
graphic scenario depicted by Baker in his wholesale denunciation of
the maquiladora industry as one entire sector of the economy.
Perhaps with greater precision, classifying each maquiladora opera
tion according to ownership, product, or location, we could rind
some generalizations which would be more accurate for some types
and not others —for electronic operations vs apparel, for example.
Then complaints could be converted to policy and implemented
more precisely for the future protection of Mexico, its border
communities and its maquiladora workers.
Media reports of hazardous wastes and pollution violations
by border maquiladoras have come to be journalistic labels, sym
bolic of environmental indifference and blatant disregard for worker
or community health. Yet, a careful perusal of the Low Points in
El Paso-Juarez Environmental History" (El Paso Times, 1991)
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shows that maquiladoras are only one contributor among many to
border pollution. This news summary covering the last 20 years
selects the following seven events as those more clearly revealing
current environmental disasters and non-conformity.
1) 1972- Lead pollution in Smeltertown (a section of El Paso
adjacent to the ASARCO smelter). Because of high levels
of lead in the soils surrounding these sub-standard dwell
ings, the 15 square block area of Smeltertown was razed; in
1985, ASARCO stopped smelting lead in this plant. NOT
MAQUILA RELATED.
2) 1979- El Paso lower valley colonias, being beyond the
city limits, were refused water and sewage services. The
policy was reversed December 1990 and some federal funds
made available for extending lines and for limited local
hookups. NOT MAQUILA RELATED.
3) December 1983- Cobalt-60 spill. A small vial of cancertreatment radioactive material was left in a junk car and
processed into construction steel at a Cd. Juarez plant.
Discovered in the U.S. on a truck bound for California, the
source was tracked and all contaminants were buried in a
concrete bunker in the Chihuahua desert. NOT MAQUILA
RELATED.
4) May 1989- Cancer-causing toluene from Outboard Ma
rine Co. de Mexico (maquila) dumped in Juarez land fill,
being used by Juarez youths to "get high." MAQUILADORA
VIOLATION;
5) October 1989-175 barrels of PCBfound in a truck parked
in downtown El Paso, possibly bound for Mexico to be
illegally dumped from a Denver electronics plant. NOT
MAQUILA RELATED.
6) October 1989- El Paso fined by EPA for pollution
(industrial sewage). NOT MAQUILA RELATED
7) April 1991- El Paso listed as worst air, water and sewage
quality among 204 U.S. large cities by Zero Population
Growth, an environmentally-sensitive organization. NOT
MAQUILA RELATED.
In sum, maquiladoras should not be absolved of environmental
misconduct, but neither should they be erroneously labeled as the
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sole or major cause of environmental problems when they are but
one of many contributors to a very grievous problem. Any other
approach is simply unfair and scientifically dishonest, perhaps as
flagrant a violation of ethical standards as environmental lawbreak
ers are to quality-of-Iife issues.
Paul Salopec (1991) raised another issue further complicat
ing the assessment of blame for border pollution. He reported that
maquilas in industrial parks (where most American multinational
corporations locate) are less likely to be polluters than plantslocated
in residential or peripheral areas, inasmuch as government-ap
proved services for handling waste materials can be obtained
through the industrial park. However, local investigative reporters
from time to time have encountered some of these disposal contrac
tors (Mexicans) who, after picking up the toxic materials, transport
them to other locations within the city and indiscriminately dump
the contents directly into the city sewers or drainage canals. Others
took their loads to nearby desert outskirts and unloaded their
contaminants there. The question arises, should such actions be
blamed on maquiladora management who in good faith use existing
approved services or on Mexican officials whose system is not
developed enough to adequately monitor these "authorized" dis
posal outlets? (Sanchez, 1989:2-3). It is not an issue which seeks
publicity nor are data readily available to know how extensive are
such practices.
Baker erroneously links the problem of deteriorating air
quality with border maquila growth. Strictly speaking, approxi
mately 80 percent of the air pollution problem has been traced to
motor vehicles and the ozone/carbon monoxide particulates which
are emitted. The expenditures of the State of Texas vehicle
inspection program should be removed from Baker's cost of air
cleanup inasmuch as its belated implementation began the local
reduction in particulate emissions (Applegate and Bath, 1989).
Also, a new program in Cd. Juarez requiring exhaust emission
testing of all public and private vehicles by January 31, 1992 is an
effective measure to clean up this region's border air pollution.
Indeed, as the air-quality director of the El Paso City-County Health
District, Jesus Reynosos stated "We could see a 50 percent decrease
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(in airborne carbon monoxide)" with the inauguration of the emis
sion control policy in Cd. Juarez. Because vehicle emissions
comprise four-fifths of the El Paso-Cd. Juarez air basin pollution
problem and only marginally related to maquiladoras (their workers
sometimes own cars or ride buses) the direct link between border air
quality problems and the maquiladora industry alleged by Baker
should be reexamined in the context of healthy skepticism.
Other public and private efforts to clean up the border
environment are ongoing and should be removed from Baker's $20
billion dollar cost of pollution cleanup. Special treatment plants for
border water/sewerage, special equipment to eliminate toxic wastes
in the air, or special equipment used in industrial manufacturing
designed to meet EPA standards should be credited. For example,
an acrid sulfur smell from the nearby ASARCO smelter was an
annoying characteristic of UTEP's campus for decades. A volun
tary project was instituted by ASARCO at a cost of $53 million
dollars consisting of the world's tallest chimney, to dissipate the
sulfur fumes high into the atmosphere. Subsequent standards of the
EPA required an even more expensive alteration which produced
sulfuric acid as a smelting by-product to maintain a clean air basin
(Schatzman, 1977). The discovery of high levels of lead in the soil
and air close to the smelter caused ASARCO to discontinue the
smelting of lead and zinc. These were major border air problems but
completely unrelated to the recent growth of maquiladoras across
the river.
A similar problem of increasing air pollution along the
Tijuana-San Diego border in the 1960s led to a combined publicprivate organization to focus on this specific problem. The
Conferencia de las Fronteras was organized in the early 1970s with
dramatic results from voluntary efforts by all who were identified as
sources of air pollution. As maquiladoras gained increased visibil
ity, some of these problems were ascribed to them. But on balance,
maquiladoras generally are not major polluters and those specific
plants who are potential contaminators could be easily identified
and their record followed by objective researchers interested in
policymaking associated with this vital issue. But as long as we
continue to use sweeping, vague generalities about a "category" of
production plant known as the Maquiladora industry as if it were a
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homogeneous entity, the more emotional stereotypes and allega
tions will obstruct the view of those who are less concerned with
ideology and more with realistic programs to clean up border
pollution.
Lastly, these environmental problems occurring on the U.S.
(industrialized)-Mexico (developing Third World) border should
not lead to the mistaken notion that only in such an economically
unequal context could bi-national pollution and toxic accumula
tions happen. The most severe environmental problems in the world
are faced by the five million inhabitants of the wealthy and highly
industrialized region, Euregio, which encompasses the borderlands
of Holland, Belgium and West Germany (Harle, 1991:165-17).
This exceeds the environmental problems of the U.S.-Mexico
border manyfold. Such comparisons are not made to minimize our
own border pollution problems but only to point out the danger of
using abstract "purist" ideals against which to measure local condi
tions as if they have been completely ignored until now and
discovered by environmental activists in this decade.
Infrastructure Capacity/Development in Mexico's
Border Cities
A scholarly approach to the infrastructure in northern
Mexico's communities shows that although they have developed
more rapidly than other regions of Mexico, they have always lagged
behind those in the U.S. Indeed, the urbanization of Mexico's
northern border is a product of economic development along our
southern border and thus represents a regional condition quite
different from the rest of Mexico. Variations exist in the U.S. to the
same extreme as reflected by social services available in rural
Eastern Tennessee with those currently dispensed throughout the
State of California. These regional differences should be described
and analyzed to determine the differences attributable to the pres
ence of Maquiladoras. Far less productive are the invidious com
parisons between the U.S. and Mexico (using American middle
class standards for evaluation) which tell us more about U.S. ideals
than about Mexico's current problems. When Mexico's northern
frontier is compared with the rest of the Republic, its infrastructure
and level of public services are better than those generally available
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elsewhere in large part due to the direct and indirect involvement of
the maquiladora industry. As pointed out in historical detail
(Stoddard, 1987:1- 15), this frontier region has always been the
economic leader of Mexico due to its having been integrated into the
U.S. economic system since the time of its early development.
Currently, of Mexico's 111 economic areas for which minimum
wage levels are computed (with the exception of that nation's
capital) its highest wage rates are found in those urban centers
adjacent to the U.S. (the highest being Cd. Juarez). Although
available social services in these areas have been overwhelmed with
migration patterns over five decades, the growing number of
maquiladora workers have exacerbated, not initially created, the
problems of community services' inability to respond to local
resident clientele. This is common within any country experiencing
massive population dislocation, and is as true during "The Grapes
of Wrath" era of U.S. history as it is of northern Mexico during this
decade.
All countries throughout the world which experience large
population relocation and rapid urbanization suffer from extreme
shortages in community infrastructure including housing and trans
portation. Communities on Mexico's northern frontier are no
exception. Beginning in the mid-1930s when Mexico's large rural
population shifted to urban centers (especially its northern border
cities), Mexico found its public services and utilities insufficient to
handle the new waves of people arriving each day. Prior to the
establishment of maquilas in border locations, this population
relocation had swelled areas of Baja California and Chihuahua by
150-250 percent in a single decade (Stoddard, 1984). Followingthe
maquiladora growth in the early 1970s, the addition of any families
drawn by the positive economic development on the northern
frontier further aggravated the already critical shortages of social
services, transportation and housing. But the local impact of
maquiladora development had an "up side" also —the direct sup
port of local community service systems.
The total budget for Cd. Judrez relies on the maquiladora
"head tax" for slightly more than one-half of its normal operating
costs and infrastructure maintenance. That may not pay all costs
incurred but border communities are in far better economic condi
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tion than they were two decades earlier with the massive population
growth and no maquila taxes. Also, perceptions made might have
been important in determining the expected role of the early
maquiladoras in Mexico's overall economic development. During
those early years of maquiladora growth, los Federales were enjoy
ing huge revenue increases from natural gas and petroleum and were
highly critical of the maquilas. Not only did their presence create
the threat of economic independence in northern states, but the
national government received only a small share of maquila tax
revenue. They were still unable to keep pace with the growing need
for social services in northern border cities. Today the maquiladora
industry has increased its respect and has gained new allies in
Mexico City because the centrists depend more on maquiladora
growth to sustain their economic development than they did during
the times of the "oil boom."
Baker failed to make distinctions between these federal and
local impacts, so there is confusion about possible positive
contributions made by maquilas to local social services and national
economic welfare. Rather, his anger is principally directed toward
the large foreign-owned multinational corporation with a border
maquila which he claims are merely "cost centers for parent firms
and therefore pay no real taxes on profits from operations in
Mexico" (Baker, 1991:12). Whether Baker intended this statement
in any technical sense or had his own definition of "real taxes" is
unknown; but taxes are now paid to federal, state and local entities.
However, to be honest to Baker, this apparently was not always so.
Just three years ago Fernando Montemayor Lozano, Presidente
Municipal of Matamoros complained that although the maquiladoras
in his city paid one percent of their profits to Mexico's Federal
government, and two percent more to the state, his community
received no direct assistance for the expanding needs of Matamoros.
That oversight has long since been rectified. Other border cities
established an annual "head tax" levy which come to be the largest
economic resource in their operating budget.
Baker's contention that Mexico's environmental conditions
and community infrastructure should be raised to the level of U.S.
standards is an ideological ploy prohibiting the objective analysis
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and amelioration of real border problems. How maquiladoras are
perceived is often the determinant of how data will be understood.
A recent international symposium concluded that analysts with
differing ideologies, utilizing the same research data from
maquiladora research may arrive at totally different conclusions
(Stoddard, 1990). Sometimes, in a similar vein, media writers will
employ their liberal American values to a popular issue as the
acceptable standard for evaluation. This, I assume, is what has
happened in the Baker article. By assuming an antagonistic stance
toward multinational corporations, his selective arguments did not
fit existing empirical data as well as if he had begun with all existing
data and made his analysis from that.
Writers who take it upon themselves to lay out a blueprint
for solving Third World problems assume a corresponding respon
sibility to make it operational and somewhat acceptable within the
standards and culture of the target culture. In Mexico, when norms
involving central planning do not coincide with international regu
lations on specific issues (i.e., environmental control) little progress
ensues due to the obstacle each position makes for the other
(Mumme and Nalven, 1988). Unless we are familiar with their
procedures and policy-making structures, we may give Third World
peoples false hope or unrealistic expectations as we ethnocentrically
analyze their problems within the context of our culture, not theirs.
Areas of Agreement/Areas of Controversy
Similarities and differences between Baker's conclusions
and this rejoinder can be compared by reducing Baker's allegations
to parsimonious statements followed by commentary as appropri
ate. Four major areas will be covered as follows:
1) The Free Trade Agreement(FTA): Attitudes/Impacts
2) Maquilas and Local Community Infrastructure
3) Maquilas and Border Environment
4) The Role of Ideology in Border Studies
The Free Trade Agreement (FTA): Attitudes and Impact
BAKER- The FTA will lend support to Mexico's Federales
in their domestic power struggle with political leaders and industrial
entrepreneurs on its northern border.
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REJOINDER- Although the jury is not in yet on the FTA,
it is quite possible that Baker's commentary is valid. However, if
increased border trade enhances the economic power of Mexico's
"industrial real estate entrepreneurs," the currentisolation of north
ern Mexico could intensify creating a more equally balanced
polarity of economic and policy-making poles of power. But
factors external to Mexico are adding another dimension. Rubio
(1991) suggests that President Salinas is no longer in a position
politically or economically to turn his back on a future FTA
because of global pressures forcing him closer and closer to the
U.S., a position traditionally shunned by former Mexican presi
dents.
BAKER- The FTA will spawn a flood of new maquiladoras
which will continue to hire impoverished workers, transfer social
costs of workers to Mexico, and initiate massive impacts on border
systems of both sides.
REJOINDER- The FTA is currently political rhetoric and
if implemented will probably not radically change existing patterns
of "underground" trade but may expand some of it into the "legal"
trade sector. It is more likely that gradual changes will occur as
existing institutionalized patterns and structures allow new enter
prises and work out new procedures and relationships. If the "rules
of origin" are successfully included in the FTA regulations, it will
thwart Japanese maquiladoras currently using Mexico as an "end
run" to U.S. markets. They would have to alter their sourcing
systems and by doing so would necessarily increase Mexicanowned enterprises as resources. However, if "added value" criteria
remain as the basis for trade privilege, a surge of Japanese plants
will transfer to Mexico will overwhelm all of its opposition,
whoever that might be.
Maquiladoras and Local Community Infrastructure
BAKER- Because of a lack of adequate infrastructure to
handle an expanding maquiladora sector, communities attracting
such plants will be worse off.
REJOINDER- Baker is correct with regard to housing and
transportation. However, foreign multinational maquilas are cur
rently responsible for expanding community infrastructure both
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directly and indirectly. These furnish many social and economic
benefits to workers including in-plant cafeterias, recreational leagues
and play areas, health facilities, training for job skills, enhanced
forms of precision and accuracy, opportunities for completion of
formal education requirements, long-term savings programs, com
munity betterment projects and other middle- class American
practices.
However, if Mexican-owned or local contract units expand
their maquiladoras, their workers (receiving no services at the plant)
will increase local pressures on public and social services and scarce
community resources.
Multinational corporation policies are extremely varied
concerning border-directed company policies. General Electric and
General Motors allow some flexibility in meeting local problems or
of becoming active participants in community betterment; North
American Phillips and A.O. Smith are reported by executives as
being more subservient to their American headquarters with tighter
controls over innovative worker benefits and community involve
ment. As the extreme model of absolute control, Japanese compa
nies outdo all others with their exclusionary personnel policies and
rigid quality control procedures.
Maquiladoras and Environmental Issues
BAKER- Massive ecological and environmental problems
are created by the expanding number of maquiladora plants.
REJOINDER- An expanding number of Industrial plants
and greater population densities will exacerbate but not cause
greater water, air and toxic waste problems than are historically
associated with border life. Multinational corporations are far more
committed to adhere to environmental policies (once they know
what they are) than are smaller companies. They also have the
manpower to complete the endless number of reports/forms which
monitoring requires. As maquilas move from the Industrial parks to
outskirt colonias and residential neighborhoods, they will put less
pressure on housing and transport services but be more difficult to
monitor for environmental violations.
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Summary
In sum, the overall maquila industry continues to expand.
The problems of inadequate infrastructure were not created by
foreign investors, nor are border air and water pollution problems a
mere function of maquiladora plants. Adding industrial growth and
population density to any community creates additional environ
mental problems and strains in the local infrastructure and makes it
more difficult to furnish adequate care for its citizens.
If spuriouscausal relationships between thegrowing maquila
operations and chronic border problems are flawed in their assump
tions, then any set of policies designed to ameliorate them will be
invalid as well.
Finally, solutions to Mexico's difficulties can never be
defined as long as we persist in evaluating Third World issues by
standards, resources and technology common to the more prosper
ous and wealthy industrialized (G-7) nations.
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